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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Olá! Meu nome é Ryan.

2. Laura: Oi. Me chamo Laura.

3. Ryan: Muito prazer em conhecê-la, Laura.

4. Laura: O prazer foi meu, Ryan.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Hello. My name is Ryan.

2. Laura: Hi. I'm called Laura.

3. Ryan: Very nice to meet you, Laura.

4. Laura: The pleasure was all mine, Ryan.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

prazer pleasure noun masculine

meu my, mine possessive masculine

nome name noun masculine

chamar to call verb

olá hello expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Prazer em te conhecer. 
"Pleasure to meet you."

Foi um grande prazer. 
"It was a great pleasure."

Eu sou João Ferreira. Prazer em 
conhecê-la. 
"I am João Ferreira. Nice to meet you."

Este é meu carro. 
"This is my car."

meu amigo 
"my friend"

Meu amigo é americano. 
"My friend is American."

Esses são meus sapatos. 
"Those are my shoes."

Meu nome é Ricardo. 
"My name is Ricardo."

Meu nome é Carol. 
"My name is Carol."

Seu nome é...? 
"Your name is...?"

Qual seu nome? 
"What is your name?"

O nome oficial é Os Estados Unidos da 
América. 
"The official name is 'The United States of 
America.'"

Meu nome é Ricardo. 
"My name is Ricardo."

Meu nome é Carol. 
"My name is Carol."

Eu me chamo Maria. 
"I am called Maria."

As pessoas disseram "Olá". 
"The people said 'Hello'."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Eume chamo..." and "Meu nome é...
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 There are two standard ways to tell someone your name in Portuguese. Most often, 
Brazilians will use eu me chamo, which literally means, "I myself am called." The other way is 
by using the phrase meu nome é. Both are correct and neither is really any better than the 
other. The key to knowing when to use each is by listening to how they ask for your name. If 
they ask Como se chama? which means, "How are you called?" you respond with Eu me 
chamo... If they ask you Qual seu nome? you should respond with Meu nome é. Outside of 
those two situations, it's pretty much up to you and your personal taste. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Reflexive Verb Chamar-se 
 Eu me chamo Ryan. 
 "I call myself Ryan."
 

Portuguese has a special class of verbs called reflexive verbs. As an example, the verb 
chamar-se ("to call one's self") is a reflexive verb. Reflexive verbs are easy to identify because 
they always have a small se, me, or te either before or after the verb. me means "myself," te 
means "yourself," and se means "everybody else's self." 
  Reflexive verbs have little to do with reflexes and are more about reflections, like in a mirror. 
Reflexive verbs are pretty advanced stuff and you could get by for quite some time without 
knowing how to use them. We're introducing them early on because even though you may not 
know how to use them, the Brazilians will and you'll hear them all the time. We'll go into much 
more detail in the intermediate series. 
  A typical dictionary will say something like "When the object of the verb refers to the same 
person or thing as the subject of the verb, the verb is called reflexive." 

Some other examples of reflexive verbs: 

Portuguese "English"

tornar-se "to become"

casar-se "to marry"

encontrar-se "to meet"

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Self Introductions 
 

First introductions are very important in Brazilian culture, and especially for the first little while, 
it's going to feel like prazer em conhecê-lo is the only thing you say. You should remember 
though that you will only use this introduction structure once with each person. Once you've 
been introduced, you'll never use it again with that person. 
 Mastering the self introduction and its many variations will get you started on the right foot. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Oi, Laura. Qual é seu sorvete predileto?

2. Laura: Bem, gosto muito de sorvete de açaí mas eu acho que picolé de 
graviola é o meu predileto.

3. Ryan: Eu não conheço graviola. Eu quero experimentar.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Hey, Laura. Which is your favorite ice cream?

2. Laura: Well, I really like açaí ice cream but I think that graviola popsicles 
are my favorite.

3. Ryan: I'm not familiar with graviola. I want to try one.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

predileto favorite noun masculine

qual which interrogative

sorvete ice cream noun masculine

picolé popsicle noun masculine

experimentar to try, to try out, test verb

muito very, much, many adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Este é meu predileto 
"This is my favorite."

Qual dia da semana é hoje? 
"Which day of the week is it?"

Eu gosto de sorvete. 
"I like ice cream."

Eu quero um picolé! 
"I want a popsicle!"

A cozinheira experimentou a sopa. 
"The cook tried the soup."

Montanhas são muito altas. 
"Mountains are very tall."

Hoje está muito quente. 
"Today is very hot."

Há muita gente naquela loja. 
"There are many people in that store."

Muito obrigado! 
"Thank you very much!"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Eu acho que... 
 The Portuguese phrase Eu acho que is an often used phrase that means "I think (that)." For 
example, someone asks you if you want to go to the beach. One acceptable response is Eu 
acho que sim, which means, "I think so." Or someone asks you if you like graviola but it's been 
a long time since you had one so you could respond simply with Eu acho. Or if you want to 
say, "I think not" to a proposition to go cliff diving in the middle of the night, you could say, Eu 
acho que não. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Verb Conhecer 
 Eu não conheço graviola. 
"I'm unfamiliar with graviola."
 

The verb conhecer is an "-er" verb. Portuguese technically has ninety-four conjugation 
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paradigms which means there are ninety-four patterns that verbs can be conjugated by. That 
sounds a lot worse than it really is, especially because most of these patterns are ninety plus 
percent identical to each other. For example, the verb conhecer follows the 41st conjugation 
paradigm which is identical to the regular "-er" paradigm in all but four of its conjugations. You 
can think of Portuguese as only having four conjugation patterns and that some verbs have 
exceptions that you can easily learn. 
  The present tense conjugation pattern of the verb conhecer: 

Portuguese "English"

Eu conheço "I know"

Você conhece "You know"

Ele/ela conhece "He/she/it knows"

Nós conhecemos "We know"

Vocês conhecem "Y'all* know"

Eles/elas conhecem "They know"

*"Y'all" isn't an accepted word in English as the word "you" can serve as both singular and 
plural. In Brazilian Portuguese, there is both a singular and a plural form of the words "you," 
and "y'all" has been used to accentuate that distinction. 
   

Dialogue Focus
 

The verb conhecer is most often translated as "to know" but has a more complete meaning as 
"to be familiar with," or "to become acquainted with." The verb conhecer is used when 
describing familiarity with people, places, things, or ideas. 

Portuguese "English"

Você conhece esta pessoa? "Do you know this person?"

Eu não conheço essa música. "I don't know that song."
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Eu quero conhecer Curitiba. "I want to visit Curitiba."

Eu quero conhecer esta família. "I want to get to know this family."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Brazilian Ice Cream is Very Different
 

Brazil is tropical and has many more fruits than in the States. At a typical ice cream shop you'll 
find ten to eighty completely different flavors of ice cream and popsicles. Brazilian ice cream 
is wonderful because of the fruit that's mixed in. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marcos: E aí?

2. Ryan: E aí?

3. Marcos: Qual é seu nome?

4. Ryan: Meu nome é Ryan. E o seu?

5. Marcos: Marcos. Prazer.

6. Ryan: Prazer. Qual quarto é o seu?

7. Marcos: Todas as minhas coisas estão no quarto da esquerda.

8. Ryan: Ótimo! Então eu vou pegar o quarto da direita.

ENGLISH

1. Marcos: What's up?

2. Ryan: What's up?

3. Marcos: What's your name?

4. Ryan: My name is Ryan. And yours?

5. Marcos: Marcos. Pleasure to meet you, Ryan.

6. Ryan: Pleasure to meet you. Which room is yours?

CONT'D OVER
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7. Marcos: All of my things are in the bedroom on the left.

8. Ryan: Great! Then I'll take the bedroom on the right.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

apartamento apartment noun masculine

direita right noun feminine

esquerda left noun feminine

quarto room noun masculine

coisa thing noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Eu moro em um apartamento na cidade. 
"I live in an apartment in the city."

Meu apartamento é pequeno. 
"My apartment is small."

Levante sua mão direita. 
"Raise your right hand."

Carla, dobra à esquerda. 
"Carla, turn left."

Ela disse para nós não virarmos à 
esquerda. 
"She told us not to turn left."

Meu quarto é pequeno mas 
aconchegante. 
"My room is small but cozy."

Onde estão as minhas coisas? 
"Where are my things?"

Eu esqueci minha coisa! 
"I forgot my thing!"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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Two of the most important words to learn are esquerda and direita which mean "left" and 
"right," respectively. For some reason, these two words are very hard to learn. I remember 
walking around a museum in São Paulo repeating to myself at every turn, esquerda or direita 
depending on which direction I was going. I did that for almost two hours but I have to admit 
that it didn't help and at the end of the day I still couldn't remember which was which. 
 
 What saved me was my contact case. I'd lost mine in the first few days in São Paulo and had 
purchased a new one at the local pharmacy. When I looked at my case it had a huge "D" on 
the right side. For some reason, that clicked and whenever I need reminding I just think of that 
contact case. 
 
 We'll talk more about this in the future but the words esquerda and direita can also be 
masculine when used as adjectives. That means the "-a" at the end will change to an "-o" and 
the two words end up as esquerdo and direito. Just a heads up. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Verb Estar in the Present Tense 
 Todas as minhas coisas estão no quarto à esquerda. 
 "All of my things are in the bedroom on the left."
 

The verb estar is one of the most used verbs in Brazilian Portuguese. It can be combined with 
almost any other verb to create different tenses and meanings. It is also used to indicate 
current physical states and locations. In the dialogue, Marcos is talking about his things and 
says that they are in the left bedroom. Because he used the verb estar we know that his things 
are currently located in that room. 

Dialogue Focus
 

The present tense of the Estar verb: 

Portuguese "English"

Eu estou "I am"

Você está "You are"
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Ele/ela está "He/she/it is"

Nós estamos "We are"

Vocês estão "Y'all are"

Eles/Elas estão "They are"

Dialogue Expansion
 

According to the Brazilian Academy of Letters, the verb estar follows the fourth conjugation 
paradigm. As this paradigm is a completely unique one that no other verb follows, it is usually 
easier to simply think of the estar verb as irregular and learn the conjugations one at a time. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Brazilians Are Relentlessly Positive
 

Once on my way to Brazil, I lost my wallet on the airplane. Someone found it and was 
awesome enough to send it to me but it took almost three weeks to get it. Since my credit 
cards were lost, they'd been cancelled and I didn't have access to any of my money. Needless 
to say, I was very depressed as this was a business trip and I needed quite a bit of money to 
get things done. During all of this, all the Brazilians kept saying, "Well, at least you have your 
health." 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Laura: Oi Ryan! Está gostando da festa?

2. Ryan: Sim. Está muito divertida.

3. Laura: Você conheceu meu irmão?

4. Ryan: Conheci não. Tá aqui?

5. Tiago: Olá Ryan. Meu nome é Tiago. Sou dono da sorveteria e irmão mais velho da 
Laura.

6. Ryan: Prazer, Tiago.

7. Tiago: Prazer.

ENGLISH

1. Laura: Hi Ryan! Are you liking the party?

2. Ryan: Yes. It's very fun.

3. Laura: Did you meet my brother?

4. Ryan: I didn't. Is he here?

5. Tiago: Hello, Ryan. My name is Tiago. I'm the owner of the ice cream shop and Laura's 
older brother.

6. Ryan: Pleasure, Tiago.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Tiago: Pleasure.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

festa party noun feminine

irmão brother noun masculine

irmã sister noun feminine

sorveteria ice cream shop noun feminine

velho old adjective masculine

dono owner noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Você quer ir à uma festa? 
"Do you want to go to a party?"

Quantos irmãos você tem? 
"How many brothers do you have?"

Na minha família somos cinco irmãos. 
"In my family, there are five siblings."

Minha irmã mora lá. 
"My sister lives there."

Minha irmã é alérgica a camarão. 
"My sister is allergic to shrimp."

Tem muitas pessoas na sorveteria. 
"There are a lot of people in the ice cream 
shop."

Eu joguei os brinquedos velhos no lixo. 
"I threw away old toys in the garbage."

Ele não é tão velho. 
"He isn't that old."
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Ele é o dono da loja. 
"He is the store owner."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Knowing when you can leave out information in Portuguese is very difficult. There are 
complicated cultural, linguistic, and situational rules that govern what can be left out and 
when. Follow this one simple rule to know when you can drop pronouns. 
 Basically, when the subject of what you are talking about is already the subject of the 
sentence, you can drop the pronoun. In the dialogue three pronouns are dropped in three 
different situations, and in each situation the subject was already understood. 
 
 For example, in the first sentence Laura said Oi Ryan. In her next sentence, she asked Está 
gostando da festa which literally translates to, "Are liking the party?" Because the subject, 
Ryan, was already spoken, Laura didn't need to use the word "you." We inserted the word 
"you" into our translation because English can't drop pronouns the same way Portuguese 
can. 
 
 This same thing happens two other times in the dialogue. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Verb Gostar De 
 Está gostando da festa? 
 "Are you liking the party?"/"Do you like the party?"
 

The verb gostar de in Portuguese translates to, "to like" in English. Gostar is a regular verb 
and follows the first conjugation pattern which is the regular conjugation pattern for verbs 
ending in "-ar." You should always remember that the verb gostar must always be followed by 
the preposition de, which means "of." It doesn't make much sense in English but it is 
necessary. 

Dialogue Expansion
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In the Absolute Beginner series we learned that when a preposition is followed by an article 
they will almost always contract to form a new word. In this case the preposition de, which 
means "of," was followed by the article a, which means "the." These two words combined to 
form the word da, which means "of the." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Meeting the Family
 

Meeting the family of someone you're interested in can sometimes be very intimidating. In my 
experience with Brazilians though, it doesn't need to be. Brazilians are very accepting and 
meeting the family is sure to be a great experience. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Finalmente chego na praia.

2. Marina: Você vai gostar. De quem é esta toalha?

3. Ryan: É minha.

4. Marina: E esse suco?

5. Marcos: É meu.

6. Ryan: E esta água é sua, Marcos?

7. Marina: Não, é minha.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Finally, I make it to the beach.

2. Marina: You'll like it. Whose towel is this?

3. Ryan: It's mine.

4. Marina: And this juice?

5. Marcos: It's mine.

6. Ryan: And this water, is it yours, Marcos?

7. Marina: No, it's mine.

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

toalha towel noun feminine

água water noun feminine

suco juice noun masculine

não no adverb

quem who, whom pronoun

chegar to arrive verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Eu preciso comprar toalhas. 
"I need to buy towels."

Água, por favor. 
"Water, please."

A piscina está cheia de água. 
"The swimming pool is full of water."

Eu gosto de suco de acerola. 
"I like acerola juice."

Por favor, passe o suco. 
"Please pass the juice."

Eu não vou sair hoje. 
"I am not going out today."

Esse livro é de quem? 
"Whose book is that?"

Quem é você? 
"Who are you?"

Quem inventou o número zero? 
"Who invented the number zero?"

Logo ela vai chegar. 
"She'll arrive soon."

Estou chegando aí. 
"I'm almost there."

Ele dirigiu vinte kilômetros para chegar 
aqui. 
"He drove twenty kilometers to get here."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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Possession: When asking about possession you need to always remember that Portuguese 
doesn't have an ('s). To show possession you need to use the preposition de. For example, to 
say "my sister's house," you'd say, a casa de minha irmã, or "the house of my sister." 
 
Portuguese doesn't have a translation for the word "whose." Instead, they say the phrase de 
quem, which means "of whom." In the dialogue, Marina asks, De quem é esta toalha? which 
translates to "of whom is this towel?" or in more standard English, "Whose towel is this?" 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is The Verb Chegar 
Finalmente chego na praia. 
"Finally, I make it to the beach."
 

The verb chegar means "to arrive," or "to get to." Chegar is used to indicate both concrete 
arrival as well as abstract arrival. For example, you would use the verb chegar conjugated to 
the past tense to say a phrase like O correio chegou, which means "The mail arrived," or to 
say the phrase "The time has come," which in Portuguese is Chegou a hora. 

How to conjugate the verb chegar in Portuguese. 

Portuguese "English"

Eu chego "I arrive"

Você chega "You arrive"

Ele/Ela chega "He/She/it arrives"

Nós chegamos "We arrive"

Vocês chegam "Y'all arrive"

Eles/Elas chegam "They arrive"

Dialogue Focus
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In English, the verb "arrive" almost never changes whereas in Portuguese almost every 
conjugation changes. This is one of the differences between Portuguese and English verbs. 
At first this can be frustrating because it seems very tedious and overcomplicated but this 
detail is actually one of the strengths of Portuguese. It can be frustrating at first but it will pay 
off big time in the long run. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Ahhh, the Beach
 

The ocean and the beach are deeply rooted in Brazilian culture as symbols of freedom and 
sources of inspiration. The majority of Brazilian citizens live in the costal regions and the three 
largest cities in Brazil are port cities. It might be the sound of the waves, or the warm water, or 
maybe just the fishing but I have yet to meet a Brazilian who doesn't like the beach. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Tem muitas pessoas alí na praia hoje. Quem são eles?

2. Marcos: Não sei. São muito brancos, então eu acho que são estrangeiros.

3. Ryan: Wow! Quem é aquela moça bonita?!

4. Marcos: Qual? Aonde ela está?

5. Ryan: Alí, ela está vindo para cá.

6. Marcos: É a Laura da sorveteria! Oi Laura! Como está?

7. Laura: Eu estou bem mas Ryan, você está bem? Você está todo vermelho!

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: There's a lot of people over there on the beach today. Who are they?

2. Marcos: I don't know. They're pretty white so I think they are foreigners.

3. Ryan: Wow! Who is that beautiful girl?

4. Marcos: Which one? Where is she?

5. Ryan: Just there, she's coming over here.

6. Marcos: It's Laura from the ice cream shop. Hey Laura! How are you?

7. Laura: I'm fine, but Ryan, are you okay? You are all red!

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

ela she pronoun feminine

eu I pronoun

nós we pronoun

você you pronoun

ser to be verb

bonito pretty, beautiful, adjective

praia beach noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ela canta bem. 
"She sings well."

Eu sou feliz. 
"I am happy."

Eu sou de São Paulo. 
"I'm from São Paulo."

Eu te amo. 
"I love you."

Nós somos da Bahia. 
"We are from Bahia."

Você é meu melhor amigo. 
"You are my best friend."

De onde você é? 
"Where are you from?"

Eu quero ser mais alto. 
"I want to be taller."

Você é muito bonita. 
"You are very beautiful."

Que praia linda! 
"What a gorgeous beach!"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Quem 
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When you first arrive in Brazil, you'll be asking questions about everything around you. One 
way to ask questions about the people around you is by using the simple phrase quem + the 
correctly conjugated form of the verb ser. This translates to English as "who is," or "who are," 
depending on the number of people. 
In the dialogue, Ryan used this phrase to ask about a group of people nearby on the beach. 
He used the same construction when he said Quem é aquela moça bonita? which we 
translated as, "Who is that beautiful girl?" 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Verb Ser in the Present Tense 
Quem são eles? 
"Who are they?"
 

The verb ser is one of the most used verbs in Brazilian Portuguese. Depending on how it is 
conjugated, ser usually translates as "am," "is," or "are." Ser is used to link two nouns or 
pronouns that represent the same thing. 

For Example: 

1. Eu sou instrutor. 
"I am an instructor."

Ser is also used to describe the characteristics of someone or something. 

For Example: 

1. Essa casa é azul. 
"That house is blue."

2. Ele é alto. 
"He is tall."

Conjugating the verb ser in the present tense. 

Portuguese "English"
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Eu sou "I am"

Você é "You are"

Ele/Ela é "He/She/It is"

Nós somos "We are"

Vocês são "Y'all are"

Eles/Elas são "They are"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Holidays and the Beach
 

The Brazilian calendar has lots of national holidays and every national holiday is a day off. 
And every day off is an excuse to go to the beach. Even if the holiday is a Saturday, many 
people will go to the beach just because it's a holiday. So many people go to the beach that it 
sometimes gets hard to walk around. 
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BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE

1. Marcos: Eu gostei de ir à praia hoje mas é bom estar em casa com o ar 
condicionado ligado.

2. Ryan: É bom sim. Será que a Laura está trabalhando hoje à noite?

3. Marcos: Hoje foi o dia de folga dela.

4. Ryan: Ah tá. Por isso ela estava na praia.

ENGLISH

1. Marcos: I liked going to the beach today but it's good to be home with the A/
C turned on.

2. Ryan: Yes it is good. Do you think Laura is working tonight?

3. Marcos: Today was her day off.

4. Ryan: Oh, okay. That's why she was at the beach.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

noite evening noun feminine

dia day noun masculine

noite night noun feminine

hoje today adverb
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folga rest noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

A quadra de tênis está aberta de noite 
também. 
"The tennis court is open in the evening, 
too."

Eu trabalho pesado durante o dia, então 
eu relaxo à noite. 
"I work hard during the day, so I relax in 
the evening."

Durante o dia, eu trabalho em uma 
farmácia. 
"During the day, I work at a pharmacy."

Ele está sempre dormindo durante o dia. 
"He is always sleeping during the day."

Bom dia! 
"Good morning!"

Sábado à noite eu vou assistir um filme. 
"Saturday night, I am going to watch a 
movie."

Boa noite! 
"Good night!"

O desfile é hoje. 
"The parade is today."

Hoje é meu aniversário! 
"Today is my birthday!"

Minha irmã está de folga hoje. 
"My sister has today off."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

In this dialogue, there are two phrasal nouns, hoje a noite and dia de folga, which mean 
"tonight" and "day-off," respectively. These are fixed phrases that have specific meanings. 
Hoje a noite literally translates to, "today at night," but means "tonight." Dia de folga roughly 
translates to "day of rest," or could even be translated as "day of relaxing." These are great 
phrases for expressing yourself and being specific about it. 

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Present Progressive Tense 
Laura está trabalhando. 
"Larua is working."
 

The estar verb can be combined with almost any verb and one common way it combines with 
another verb is in the present progressive tense. This is also known as the "-ing" tense and is 
used to express what is happening now. 
 To use this construction, simply conjugate the verb estar to the correct present tense, drop 
the "-r" off the second verb, and add "-ndo." 

"English" Portuguese

"I am running." Eu estou correndo.

"You are sitting." Você está sentando.

"He is sleeping." Ele está dormindo.

"They are dancing." Eles estão dançando.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Brazil and Heat
 

This probably goes without saying but Brazil is very hot. Something that surprised me when I 
first arrived in Brazil is the number of showers they take. I'm from a cold climate and taking a 
shower once a day is enough, but in Brazil I take at least two per day and more in the 
summer. Air conditioning is very welcome on a long hot day. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Marina, essa comida aí, qual é o nome dela?

2. Marina: Bem, tem vários nomes. Aqui o nome dela é mandioca.

3. Ryan: Ela é gostosa?

4. Marina: Sim e muito!

5. Ryan: Ela é cozida?

6. Marina: Esta aqui é cozida mas você também pode fritar.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Marina, that food there, what is its name?

2. Marina: Well, it has many names. Around here its name is mandioca.

3. Ryan: Is it tasty?

4. Marina: Yes, very.

5. Ryan: Was it cooked?

6. Marina: This one here was cooked but you can also fry it.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender
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mandioca manioc, cassava noun feminine

vegetal vegetable noun masculine

batata potato noun feminine

raiz root noun feminine

frita fried adjective feminine

cozida cooked adjective feminine

verduras vegetables, greens noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Você gosta de mandioca frita? 
"Do you like fried manioc?"

Pimentas, brócolis, abobrinha, alhos-
porro, cenouras, beringelas e alface são 
todos vegetais. 
"Peppers, broccoli, zucchini, leeks, carrots, 
eggplants, and lettuce are all vegetables."

Almoço brasileiro sempre tem vegetal. 
"Brazilian lunches always have 
vegetables."

Batatas vêm do Peru. 
"Potatoes come from Peru."

Batatas são gostosas. 
"Potatoes are tasty."

As árvores no Brazil tem muitas raízes. 
"The trees in Brazil have many roots."

Você gosta de batata frita? 
"Do you like french fries?"

Mandioca cozida é melhor. 
"Cooked manioc is better."

Sempre como verduras no almoço. 
"I always eat legumes at lunch."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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One of my favorite words in Portuguese is gostoso. There isn't an exact English translation for 
the word gostoso but it means something like "tasty" or "delicious." In the dialogue, Ryan 
asked the question Ela é gostosa? which we translated as "Is it tasty?" Since gostoso is an 
adjective, it changes gender according to the subject it's modifying. If the subject is masculine, 
then you say gostoso. If the subject is feminine, then you say gostosa. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Words Dela and Dele 
Qual é o nome dela? 
"What is its name?"
 

In Brazilian Portuguese, there is no word for "it." This is often a stumbling block for English 
speakers learning Brazilian Portuguese because "it" is used all the time in English. Simple 
phrases like "It's a beautiful flower" suddenly become mental road blocks. 

The easy way around these kinds of things is to remember that in Brazilian Portuguese every 
thing is either male or female. So instead of saying "It's a beautiful flower," you'd say, Ela é 
uma flor bonita, or "She is a beautiful flower." 

Dialogue Focus
 

The same principle applies when dealing with the possessive words dela and dele. In the 
dialogue, Ryan asked qual o nome dela? referring to the food that was nearby. We translated 
this as "What is its name?" A more exact translation would have been, "What is her name?" 
But in English the terms "he/his" and "her/hers" are reserved for human beings and animals, 
and are rarely extended to anything else. But in Portuguese the word comida is feminine so 
you call it a "she." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Lunch is Big
 

Many people don't know that in Brazil the largest meal of the day is almoço, or "lunch." At 
restaurants, all the best food is available from 11:30 to 2:00 every day. Beyond that, most 
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restaurants actually close after 3:00 P.M. to prepare for dinner, which is usually a much 
smaller meal. As far as price goes, lunch is usually more expensive than dinner and 
sometimes more than double. Since I'm still on my American dinner schedule, I've actually 
been able to save quite a bit of money eating dinner at restaurants. But I miss out on a lot of 
the best food. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marina: Vamos naquela loja?

2. Laura: Vamos sim. A roupa lá é ótima.

3. Marina: Wow! As coisas aqui são muito boas.

4. Laura: Eu gosto muito dessa  loja.

5. Marina: Laura! Essa blusa ficaria muito bonita em você.

ENGLISH

1. Marina: Let's go to that store?

2. Laura: Yes, let's. The clothes there are great.

3. Marina: Wow! The things here are very good.

4. Laura: I really like this store.

5. Marina: Laura! That shirt would look very pretty on you.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

roupa clothes noun feminine

coisa thing noun feminine

loja store, shop noun feminine
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aqui here adverb

blusa blouse, shirt noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Precisamos comprar roupas novas. 
"We need to buy new clothes."

Minha avó costura roupas. 
"My grandmother sews clothes."

Onde estão as minhas coisas? 
"Where are my things?"

Eu esqueci minha coisa! 
"I forgot my thing!"

Essa loja é bem pequena. 
"This store is quite small."

Eu vou esperar aqui. 
"I will wait here."

Aqui está bem. 
"Here is good."

Sua blusa não combina com sua 
bermuda. 
"Your blouse doesn't match your shorts."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

An interesting word in the dialogue is ficaria which we translated as "would look." There are 
two amazing things going on here. The first is the verb ficar, which means "to stay," or "to 
become." This is a fascinating verb we'll talk about in a later lesson. The other interesting part 
is the "-ia" at the end. When I was learning Portuguese, my teacher called this the "would" 
tense. Think of the "-ia" as an extension to any verb that adds a "would" feeling. For example, 
the verb dar means "to give." If you add the "-ia" to the end, you end up with daria which 
means "would give." 

More examples: 

Verb "English" Verb + ia "English"
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ir "to go" iria "would go"

dormir "to sleep" dormiria "would sleep"

falar "to speak" falaria "would speak"

beber "to drink" beberia "would drink"

Always start with the verb in it's infinitive or root form. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Feminine Nouns Ending in "-a" 
A roupa lá é otima. 
"The clothes there are great."
 

Brazilian Portuguese is one of many languages that has grammatical gender. In general, 
there are two categories of words: masculine and feminine. One of the biggest challenges for 
foreigners learning Portuguese is how to identify the gender of a word because depending on 
the complexity of the sentence, changing the gender of the main subject can alter almost 
every other word in the sentence. 

Our quick tip for this lesson is that nouns ending in the letter "-a" will tend to be feminine 
words. There are many exceptions to this but as a general rule this hold true. 

For Example: 

Gender Portuguese "English"

Feminine As roupas "The clothes"

Feminine A loja "The store"

Feminine A blusa "The blouse"

Feminine A coisa "The thing"
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Dialogue Expansion
 

Beyond that, the letter "-a" is the default letter for indicating feminine adjectives. So, basically 
a noun that ends in "-a" is probably a feminine noun but an adjective that ends in "-a" is 
almost certainly a feminine adjective. 

For Example: 

Masculine Feminine "English"

Esquerdo Esquerda "Left"

Direito Direita "Right"

Vermelho Vermelha "Red"

Baixo Baixa "Low"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Brazilian Clothing
 

Brazilian clothing is typically very colorful and very attention grabbing. At least it is to 
foreigners. Brazilians, like most cultures, make their clothing choices based on their 
surroundings and most Brazilians live in a tropical climate. They are surrounded by colorful 
fruits, leaves, plants, and animals, therefore the clothing is bright. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Cobrador, quanto custa a passagem?

2. Cobradora: Um e cinquenta.

3. Ryan: Eu tenho uma nota de dois reais. Você tem o troco?

4. Cobradora: Tenho sim. Aqui tá seu dinheiro.

5. Ryan: Obrigado.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Hey, charger. How much is the ticket?

2. Charger: One fifty.

3. Ryan: I have a two Real bill. Do you have change?

4. Charger: Yes I do. (pause-money sounds) Here's your money.

5. Ryan: Thank you!

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

dinheiro money noun masculine

sapato shoe noun masculine

carro car noun masculine
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troco change noun masculine

nota bill noun feminine

quanto
how much, how 

many pronoun

cinquenta fifty (50) cardinal number

dois two (2) numeral masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Dinheiro é usado como pagamento de 
produtos e serviços. 
"Money is used as payment for goods and 
services."

Esses são meus sapatos. 
"Those are my shoes."

O carro dela está na garagem. 
"Her car is in the garage."

O troco foi cinquenta e cinco centavos. 
"The change was fifty-five cents."

A nota de cem reais é azul. 
"The one-hundred real bill is blue."

Quanto custa? 
"How much does it cost?"

Quantos irmãos você tem? 
"How many brothers do you have?"

Você tem uma nota de cinquenta reiais? 
"Do you have a fifty-real bill?"

Ela comprou um perfume por cinquenta 
reais. 
"She bought perfume for fifty reais."

Eu tenho duas filhas. 
"I have two daughters."

Os dois caranguejos estão andando na 
pedra. 
"The two crabs are walking on a rock."

Esta casa tem dois banheiros. 
"This house has two bathrooms."
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VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

If you are ever going to buy or pay for anything in Brazil, the phrase quanto custa is essential. 
We taught this one in our Survival Phrases series but there's so much to this one we had to do 
it again. Quanto custa means "How much does it cost" and is used any time you need 
clarification on price, whether it's from a street merchant, the pizza delivery guy, or your bank. 
If you need to be specific about which price or the price of a specific item you just add it after 
saying quanto custa. For example, in the dialogue Ryan said Quanto custa a passagem? In 
that situation Ryan felt like he needed to be specific about which price he was asking. 

Another more advance way of using quanto custa is to conjugate custa to the past tense. 
Then the phrase is quanto custou which means "How much did it cost?" This more advanced 
variation can be to ask the price of something after-the-fact, like paying your hotel bill when 
you are checking out or asking how much your friend spent on their new shoes. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Masculine Nouns Ending in "-o" 
Você tem o troco? 
"Do you have change?"
 

Making sure you know the gender of the words you're using is very important as using the 
wrong gender is very painful for Brazilians. 
For this lesson, our quick tip is that nouns ending in the letter "-o" will tend to be masculine 
words. To my knowledge, there is only one exception to this rule and that is a tribo which 
means "the tribe." 

Example Nouns: 

Gender Portuguese "English"

masculine o troco "the change"

masculine o dinheiro "the money"

masculine o livro "the book"

masculine o sapato "the shoe"
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Dialogue Expansion
 

Beyond that, the letter "-o" is the default letter for indicating masculine adjectives. So, 
basically both nouns and adjectives that end in "-o" are going to be masculine. 

Example Adjectives: 

Masculine Feminine "English"

Esquerdo Esquerda "left"

Direito Direita "right"

Vermelho Vermelha "red"

Baixo Baixa "low"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

What is a Cobrador?
 

For most Brazilians, the only affordable mode of transportation is the bus. There is always a 
fare to pay to ride the bus but depending on what part of Brazil you are in, how you pay can 
vary quite a bit. Most buses have a cobrador which literally means, "charger," in the sense of 
"a person who charges money," and you pay them to ride the bus. Rarely, if ever, will you pay 
directly to the bus driver. Cobradors are easy to spot because they are usually on a special 
seat that has bars around it and a roll-bar that you must pass through in front of them. The 
only way to get by them is to pay. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marina: Uau! Eu comprei tanta coisa.

2. Laura: Eu também. Eu acho que devemos pegar um táxi.

3. Marina: Boa idéia. Mas, aonde?

4. Laura: Bem, tem este aqui.

5. Marina: Mas nós vamos para lá (apontando) e este táxi é contra mão.

6. Laura: É verdade. Vamos nesse outro?

ENGLISH

1. Marina: Wow! I bought so much stuff.

2. Laura: Me too. I think we should catch a taxi.

3. Marina: Good idea. But, where?

4. Laura: Well, there is this one here.

5. Marina: But we are going that way (pointing) and this taxi is pointed the 
wrong way.

6. Laura: That's true. Let's take that other one?

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

estes these demonstrative masculine

esses those demonstrative masculine

mão hand noun feminine

verdade truth noun feminine

pegar to take verb ar

ir go verb

táxi taxi noun masculine

lá over there noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Estes sapatos são meus. 
"These shoes are mine."

Esses meses são frios. 
"Those months are cold."

Eu vou lavar as mãos. 
"I will wash my hands."

Ela sempre fala a verdade. 
"She always speaks the truth."

A mulher está pegando o saco de 
salada. 
"The woman is taking the bag of salad."

Aonde você quer ir? 
"Where do you want to go?"

Posso ir com você? 
"May I go with you?"

Cadê nosso táxi? 
"Where's our taxi?"

Vou pegar um táxi. 
"I'll take a taxi."

Minha irmã mora lá. 
"My sister lives there."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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The phrase É verdade is very useful because of it's obvious similarity to the English "it's true," 
or "that's true." But the literal translation is, "it's truth," as in, "what you said is truth." It sounds 
just a bit off but it makes sense in English. 

I have an American friend who speaks Portuguese and he finds it entertaining to literally 
translate this phrase back to English. You'll be having a normal English conversation with him 
and he'll just throw out, "It's truth." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Irregular Verbs And The Verb ir 
Mas nós vamos para lá. 
"But we are going that way."
 

Portuguese has many verbs and generally, they fall into two categories – regular and 
irregular. These irregularities can appear in many ways. Sometimes the root will change as in 
fazer - faço ("to do" - "I do"), minor spelling changes such as dormir - durmo ("to sleep" - "I 
sleep"), and sometimes even a totally different form such as ir - vamos ("to go" - "we go"). 
Irregular verbs can be more difficult because they often take more time to memorize. 

One example of an irregular verb is ir which means "to go." It is irregular because it doesn't 
follow the regular conjugation patterns, which we talked about in Absolute Beginner season 
1. Ir has it's own pattern. 
 In the dialogue, the word vamos, which means "we go," is used three times. Vamos is a 
present tense conjugation of verb ir. 

Conjugation of the Verb ir ("to go") in the Present Tense 

"English" Portuguese

"I go" Eu vou

"You go" Você vai

"He/She/It goes" Ele/Ela vai

"We go" Nós vamos

"Y'all go" Vocês vão
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"They go" Eles/Elas vão

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Taking Taxis
 

Táxis are very expensive but many cities in Brazil have a limit to how much baggage you can 
carry on the bus with you. But it can be a good alternative if you don't have a car and need to 
get somewhere quickly. As Brazil develops more and more, taxis accept credit cards, but it's 
kind of the luck of the draw so be sure to have some extra bills to pay the driver. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Laura: Marcos, você sabe onde o Ryan está?

2. Marcos: Não, ele foi para o shopping de manhã mas agora é noite então ele 
provavelmente já está em casa.

3. Laura: É que hoje a noite tem uma festa e eu queria que ele fosse comigo.

4. Marcos: Ele não está no apartamento?

5. Laura: Eu bati lá mas ninguém atendeu então eu acho que ele não está. 
Ele tem celular?

6. Marcos: Tem não.

7. Laura: Bem eu já vou a festa então.

8. Marcos: Até mais!

ENGLISH

1. Laura: Marcos, do you know where Ryan is?

2. Marcos: No. He went to the shopping mall this morning but it is night now so 
he is probably home.

3. Laura: It's that tonight there's a party and I wanted him to come with me.

4. Marcos: He's not in the apartment?

CONT'D OVER
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5. Laura: I knocked but no one answered so I think he isn't there. Does he 
have a cell phone?

6. Marcos: No he doesn't.

7. Laura: Well, I'm going to the party then.

8. Marcos: See you later!

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

manhã morning noun feminine

ninguém nobody pronoun

aqui here adverb

comigo with me personal pronoun 

shopping shopping mall noun masculine

já now, already adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hoje de manhã estava ventando forte. 
"This morning the wind was blowing 
strongly."

Ninguém foi à aula ontem. 
"No one went to class yesterday."

Eu vou esperar aqui. 
"I will wait here."

Aqui está bem. 
"Here is good."
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A Cíntia vai comigo para o shopping. 
"Cíntia will go with me to the mall."

Vamos ao shopping? 
"Let's go to the mall?"

Eu já vou já. 
"I'm leaving right now."

Eu já conheço os Estados Unidos. 
"I've already been to the United States."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Onde está literally means, "where is." 

In our Survival Phrases series we taught this as a fixed phrase. To use it you say onde está 
then insert what you are looking for. Since this is the Beginner Series, we're going to show 
you a more advanced way to use the phrase onde está. In the dialogue, Laura asked Marcos, 
Onde o Ryan está? Instead of putting what she was looking for at the end of the phrase, she 
put it in between the onde and the está. Word order in Portuguese is much more flexible than 
in English and this kind of restructuring can be done without any loss in meaning. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Ser versus Estar 
Agora é noite então ele provavelmente já está em casa. 
"It is night now so he is probably home."  

 

Ser (presente)  

Sou Somos

É São

Ser is always used to: 

1. Link two nouns or pronouns representing the same thing.
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1. Ele é meu pai. ("He is my father.") 

2. Elas são motoristas. ("They are drivers.")

3. Link the subject with an adjective describing its normal characteristics.

1. Eu sou baixo. ("I am short.") 

2. O livro é velho. ("The book is old.") 

3. Tell time, day, and date.

1. Que horas são? ("What time is it?") 

2. Hoje é sabado. ("Today is Saturday.") 

3. Express origin, ownership, or possession.

1. De onde é você? ("Where are you from?") 

2. O lapis é de madeira. ("The pencil is made of wood.") 

3. Os cadernos são de meu amigo. ("The notebooks are my friend's.") 

4. Tell location of events.

1. A reunião é naquele prédio. ("The meeting is in that building.")

Estar (presente)  

Estou Estamos

Está Estão

Estar is always used to: 
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1. Tell location of moveable objects.

1. Meu caderno está aqui. ("My notebook is here.")

2. Onde estão meus sapatos? ("Where are my shoes?")

3. Express temporary situations or conditions (health, emotions, weather).

1. Como estão vocês? ("How are all of you?") 

2. A comida esá quente. ("The food is hot.") 

3. Eu estou feliz hoje? ("I am happy today.") 

Estar is sometimes used with com and a noun to express physical or emotional states. 

For Example: 

1. Eu estou com fome. 
"I am hungry."

2. Você está com frio? 
"Are you cold?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

How to Knock on a Brazilian's Door
 

For most Americans, knocking at a house in Brazil can be a bit strange. First of all, you can't 
usually get to the door because almost every house has a wall around it. Beyond that, there 
isn't usually a doorbell at the front gate of the wall. So instead of knocking and instead of 
using the doorbell, Brazilians clap. Now, if it's at an apartment building like the one Ryan lives 
in, they will probably use the doorbell, if there is one. But Brazilians rarely knock on the door. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marcos: Ryan! Você está aí?

2. Ryan: Oi, Marcos! Estou sim.

3. Marcos: Ei cara. A Laura bateu aqui para convidar você para uma festa. Por 
que você não atendeu?

4. Ryan: Eu não ouvi! Eu estava ouvindo podcasts no meu iPhone e não 
ouvi mais nada.

5. Marcos: Corre para a sorveteria, talvez ela ainda esteja lá.

ENGLISH

1. Marcos: Ryan! Are you there?

2. Ryan: Hey, Marcos! Yes I am.

3. Marcos: Hey man. Laura knocked here to invite you to a party. Why didn't 
you answer?

4. Ryan: I didn't hear her! I was listening to podcasts on my iPhone and I 
didn't hear anything.

5. Marcos: Run to the ice cream shop! Maybe she's still there.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender
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cara dude noun (slang) masculine

convidar to invite verb

ouvir to hear verb

música music noun feminine

nada nothing indefinite pronoun

bater
to beat, to hit, to 
strike, to knock verb

aqui here adverb

ali just there, right there adverb

lá over there noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ei cara, como vai você? 
"Hey dude, how are you?"

Vamos convidar a Maria para a festa? 
"Will we invite Maria to the party?"

Eu já ouvi essa música antes. 
"I’ve heard this song before."

Vamos colocar a música para animar a 
festa. 
"Let's play music to liven up the party."

Eu gosto de música agitada. 
"I like exciting music."

De nada! 
"You're welcome!"

O vento bateu a porta. 
"The wind slammed the door shut."

Eu vou esperar aqui. 
"I will wait here."

Aqui está bem. 
"Here is good."

O supermercado fica ali. 
"The supermarket is just over there."
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Minha irmã mora lá. 
"My sister lives there."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

The words aqui, ali and lá in the previous sentences are often inferred in Portuguese. But 
since this is the beginner series we think it's important you understand what is being inferred. 

For English speakers, one of the most difficult aspects of these place words is the distinction 
between ai, ali, and lá. In a telephone conversation, regardless of the distance between the 
people speaking to one another, you almost always say aí. For example, Como estão as 
coisas ai? translates to "How are things there?" but has a very specific meaning of, "How are 
(your) things there (where you are)?" If you said, Como estão as coisas lá, it gives the feeling 
of a place distant from both persons. That is why Marcos told Ryan, Corre para a sorveteria, 
talvez ela ainda está lá. This lá indicates that Laura is somewhere where neither of them are. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is The Verb Bater 
A Laura bateu aqui para convidar você para uma festa. 
"Laura knocked here to invite you to a party."
 

The verb bater in Portuguese carries a large number of meanings, including slang. The main 
dictionary meaning is "to hit," like when a child says to his mother, Ela me bateu! which 
means, "She hit me!" referring to their older sibling's actions. Other examples would be bater 
bola, which means, "hit the ball," and o carro bateu o poste, which means, "The car hit the 
post." 

The verb bater is also used when talking about records, like land speed records. The phrase 
Ele bateu o record literally translates to, "He hit the record," but means something like, "He 
broke the record," or "He set the record." 

In the dialogue the verb bater could have a double meaning. It could be interpreted as, "Laura 
went to Ryan's apartment and knocked on his door," which is how we interpreted it. In this 
interpretation the verb bater means "knock," as in "knock on his door." But in this sentence, 
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the verb bater could also mean "to come." It's common here in Brazil to hear the phrase Ele 
bateu aqui to mean "He came here" instead of "He hit here." In other words, this sentence 
might simply mean that Laura came to Ryan's apartment. In either case, Ryan missed his 
opportunity. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Directions 

When asking directions from a Brazilian they almost always respond with aqui, ali, or lá, and 
automatically show you with their hands. So, in a situation like this Marcos would probably be 
showing Ryan where to go.The funny thing is that this direction maybe not be the right 
direction Ryan should go. I was at a friend's apartment once and they said, Vamos lá to 
indicate "Let's leave the apartment," and she used her hand to indicate the direction we 
should go. The funny part was that she actually pointed at a window and we were on the sixth 
floor. What made it even better was that the door was right behind her. To a Brazilian, these 
gestures can be done automatically in "any direction." 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Tiago: Boa noite, Ryan!

2. Ryan: Boa noite, Tiago. A Laura ainda está aqui?

3. Tiago: Não, ela não está. Ela foi lá para cima.

4. Ryan: Onde?

5. Tiago: Não sei. Ela foi de táxi.

ENGLISH

1. Tiago: Good evening, Ryan!

2. Ryan: Good evening, Tiago. Is Laura still here?

3. Tiago: No she isn't. She went somewhere.

4. Ryan: Where?

5. Tiago: I don't know. She went by taxi.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

boa noite
good night, good 

evening greeting

ainda still, yet adverb
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lá over there noun

táxi taxi noun masculine

não no adverb

cima top, summit noun feminine

para to, for preposition

noite night noun feminine

noite evening noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Boa noite mamãe. 
"Good night mommy."

Ainda não fomos apresentados. 
"We still haven't been introduced."

Minha irmã mora lá. 
"My sister lives there."

Cadê nosso táxi? 
"Where's our taxi?"

Vou pegar um táxi. 
"I'll take a taxi."

Eu não vou sair hoje. 
"I am not going out today."

Ele mora no andar de cima. 
"He lives on the floor above me."

Este presente é para você. 
"This present is for you."

A passagem para Rio Branco é 
sessenta reais. 
"The ticket to Rio Branco is sixty reals."

Sábado à noite eu vou assistir um filme. 
"Saturday night, I am going to watch a 
movie."
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Boa noite! 
"Good night!"

Eu trabalho pesado durante o dia, então 
eu relaxo à noite. 
"I work hard during the day, so I relax in 
the evening."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Lá pra cima or lá pra baixo both mean "somewhere." Literally, they translate to "there to up" 
and "there to down," which make little sense in English, but in Portuguese it's almost a fixed 
phrase that has the specific meaning of "somewhere." In the dialogue, Tiago uses the phrase 
lá pra cima because he knows that Laura left but doesn't know exactly where she is at that 
moment. 

So, if you're chatting with someone and a person you saw recently comes up but you're not 
sure where this person is right now, you can use this phrase without any problems, ela estava 
aqui, mas foi lá pra cima, which means, "She was here but she went somewhere." Or if you 
ask for directions, the person could very well answer while pointing in the direction you 
should go, Fica lá pra cima, which would most easily be interpreted as "It's up there 
somewhere." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Double Negatives 
Não, ela não está. 
"No she isn’t."
 

The word for "no" in Portuguese is não. When you use the word não in a sentence it's usually 
called a negative sentence. Making negative sentences in Portuguese is very easy. Normally 
you just put the não in front of the conjugated verb. For example, "I sing" in Portuguese is 
canto and "I don't sing" is Eu não canto. 

Portuguese is different from English in that Portuguese allows not only double negatives, but 
triple negatives. It is common to hear a phrase like Não quero não. For example, in the 
dialogue Tiago could have said in response to Ryan's question about Laura, Não, ela não 
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está aqui não. Having two or three negatives only serves to emphasize the negative-ness of 
the phrase, it doesn't change the meaning like it would in English. 

Also, the structure of the sentence can be slightly variable in Portuguese. In the dialogue, 
Tiago said tá aqui não. A normal text book would tell you that Tiago should say não está aqui 
and that is the grammatically correct response but few people speak that way in casual 
situations. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Good Evening!
 

There are three time sensitive greetings in Portuguese: bom dia, boa tarde, and Boa noite. 
Bom dia literally means, "good day," but is almost always used to mean "good morning." Boa 
tarde means "good afternoon" and boa noite means "good night." 

In Brazil, lunch (not noon) is the great turning point of the day. Before you have lunch it's bom 
dia, after you have lunch, it's boa tarde, and you use boa noite which means "good night," 
typically only after it gets dark, which is about 6:00 P.M. 

There is no term for "good evening" in Portuguese. Just say boa noite. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Estou cansado. Procurei a Laura em vários lugares e nada. O 
irmão dela disse que ela já foi para a festa.

2. Marcos: Rapaz, você precisa de um celular.

3. Ryan: Você sabe onde posso comprar um?

4. Marcos: Comprar? Vamos ver nesta revista alguns primeiro. Olha este, é 
moderno e tem várias funções.

5. Ryan: Não gostei. Vamos ver esses outros. Esse é legal!

6. Marcos: Tem este aqui também Ryan, este é massa.

7. Ryan: Não, quero esse mesmo. Adivinha quem vai receber meu número 
primeiro.

8. Marcos: Eu.

9. Ryan: Claro que não, será Laura.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: I'm tired. I looked for Laura in several places and nothing. Her 
brother said she's already gone to the party.

2. Marcos: Dude, you need a cell phone.

3. Ryan: Do you know where I can buy one?

CONT'D OVER
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4. Marcos: Buy? Let's look at some in this magazine first. Look at this cell 
phone, it's modern and it has several functions.

5. Ryan: I don't like it. Let's look at those other ones. That one is cool!

6. Marcos: There's this one here as well Ryan. This one is cool!

7. Ryan: No, I want that one. Guess who I'm going to give my number to first.

8. Marcos: Me.

9. Ryan: Of course not, it'll be Laura.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

rapaz young man usage

vários various adverb masculine

revista magazine noun feminine

mesmo same adverb masculine

outro other pronoun masculine

lugar place Noun Masculine

festa party noun feminine

celular cellular phone noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Tem quinze rapazes na fila. 
"The are fifteen young men in the line."

Ei rapaz, este celular é seu? 
"Hey dude, is this cell phone yours?"

Tem vários peixes tropicais no Brasil. 
"There are various tropical fish in Brazil."

Esta revista vende móveis. 
"This magazine sells furniture."

O filme é o mesmo de semana passada. 
"The movie is the same as last week."

Eu gostei do outro. 
"I liked the other one."

Que lugar bonito! 
"What a beautiful place!"

Você quer ir à uma festa? 
"Do you want to go to a party?"

Com um celular, você pode fazer chamadas de praticamente qualquer lugar. 
"With a cellular phone, you can make calls from almost anywhere."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

In Portuguese, mainly the spoken Portuguese, many phrases omit personal pronouns. In the 
conversation between Ryan and Marcos, it happens quite a few times. In sentences like: 
estou cansado, procurei a Laura, and não gostei, the personal pronoun eu is omitted. This 
happens because, when conjugated, Portuguese verbs have more meaning than English 
verbs and saying the pronoun is needlessly redundant. In other words, a conjugated verb 
implicitly includes the pronouns relative to them. 
 
For example, both the phrase eu estou and the single word estou mean "I am." The 
conjugated verb estou is never used to mean anything else besides "I am." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Words Este and Esse 
Vamos ver esses outros. Esse é legal! 
"Let's look at those other ones. That one is 
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cool."
 

The words este and esse are called demonstrative adjectives. That means you can't know for 
sure what's being described unless there is a demonstration, like some one pointing. 

The word este means "this" and esse means "that," and they are used is almost the exact 
same ways as their English counterparts. 

For example, in English you say, "that cup." In Portuguese, that phrase translates to esse 
copo. Notice that the word order is the same. The words este and esse are technically 
adjectives, and in Portuguese, all adjectives must match the gender of the nouns they modify. 
In the previous example, copo is a masculine noun so the correct form of "that" is esse. If we 
had a feminine noun like caixa, the correct form of "that" would be essa. 

1. To refer to things close to the person speaking: "THIS": 
 Masculine: ESTE(S); Feminine: ESTA(S)

1. To refer to things close to the person being spoken to: "THAT" 
Masculine: ESSE(S); Feminine: ESSA(S) 
 Despite being an easy rule, in conversation, most Brazilians ignore it.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

New and Expensive 

 

There are lots of choices for cell phones right now. Brazil is growing fast right now and 
Brazilians have been flooded with new products like never before. A survey said seventy 
percent of Brazilians plan to change their cell phones within the next six months. Cell phones 
are easier to acquire than a land line and cheaper too. Most cell phone plans are pre-paid 
because cell phone plans are still very expensive for the average Brazilian. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Vendedora: Alô, bom dia.

2. Ryan: Oi, eu quero comprar um celular.

3. Vendedora: Se você quiser passar na loja, temos muitas opções para você.

4. Ryan: Tem celular que aceita dois chips?

5. Vendedora: Aqui tem.

6. Ryan: Beleza, quando a loja abrir, eu passo aí.

ENGLISH

1. Saleswoman: Hello, good morning.

2. Ryan: Hi, I want to buy a cell phone.

3. Saleswoman: If you want to come by the store, we have many options for you.

4. Ryan: Do you have cell phones that use two chips?

5. Saleswoman: Here we do.

6. Ryan: Awesome, I'll come by when the store opens.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender
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celular cellular phone noun masculine

chip chip, GSM card noun masculine

usar to use verb

comprar to buy verb

querer want verb

abrir to open verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Com um celular, você pode fazer 
chamadas de praticamente qualquer 
lugar. 
"With a cellular phone, you can make calls 
from almost anywhere."

Vocês vendem chip para celular? 
"Do you sell chips for cellphones?"

Eu estou usando o computador agora. 
"I am using the computer now."

Eu preciso comprar um novo lápis. 
"I need to buy a new pencil."

Eu quero comprar estes três livros. 
"I want to buy these three books."

Aonde você quer ir? 
"Where do you want to go?"

O homem está abrindo a janela. 
"The man is opening the window."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Beleza 
 Beleza means "beauty." It also has several slang meanings such as "okay," "cool," and "nice." 
Among Brazilians there are several ways to say that things are going well. In this sense, 
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beleza means everything is "okay." In spoken Portuguese, this is the way young people used 
to say "everything is good." For many of the younger generation, beleza has taken the place 
of tudo bem. Tudo bem is one of the most common greetings in Portuguese. You can use it to 
say "hi," or to inquire about someone's health. It also serves as a response to questions. If 
someone asks you tudo bem? you can easily respond with tudo bem. The younger 
generation had adopted beleza instead of tudo bem. So you can use beleza in pretty much 
any way you can use tudo bem. Just remember that this is a bit slangy so it's better to use it 
with younger people. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Conjugation of Simple Present Tense -ar, -ir, and -er 
Verbs 
Quando a loja abrir, eu passo aí. 
"I'll come by when the store opens."
 

Portuguese verbs are often categorized according to what two letters they end in. For 
example, the verb falar ends in -ar, and the verb abrir ends in -ir when they are in their 
infinitive forms. The several endings indicate the conjugation pattern that verb will follow. 
There are three main ending categories: 
-ar verbs, -er verbs, and -ir verbs. These are sometimes called the first, second, and third 
conjugations. By classifying verbs into conjugations it is easier to remember their many forms. 

To form the present tense of regular verbs, drop the -ar, -er, or -ir ending from the infinitive 
verb, and add the correct conjugated ending. 

First conjugation: usar ("to use") 

Usar - ar + o / amos - eu falo / nós falamos
 + a / am - você fala / vocês falam
 ele fala  / eles falam
  ela fala  / elas falam

Second conjugation: comer ("to eat") 
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comer - er + o / emos - eu como / nós comemos 
 e / em - você come / vocês comem 
 ele come  / eles comem 
 ela come / elas comem

Third conjugation: abrir ("to open") 

Abrir - ir + o / imos - eu abro / nós abrimos 
 e / em - você abre / vocês abrem 
 ele abre / eles abrem 
 ela abre / elas abrem

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Answering the Phone
 

Answering the phone in Portuguese can be a little weird. As soon as they pick up the phone 
they say, Alô? Alô. is a word that Portuguese speakers only use on the phone. They don't use 
it anywhere else. Alô is a very polite greeting and when said quickly almost sounds like 
"hello." If you're calling a land line, Portuguese speakers will almost always answer with Alô. If 
you're calling a cell phone, most people answer with Oi, but the standard is still Alô. 
 
The largest cell phone company, which recently became the largest telecommunications 
company in Brazil, is called "Oi." They chose their name because of the way most people 
answer their cell phones, Oi! 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marina: Laura, você quer comer o quê?

2. Laura: Essa feijoada parece boa, né? Olha essa na mesa, tá bonita né?

3. Marina: Humm, mas esta lasanha parece muito deliciosa.

4. Laura: Vamos comer qual então?

5. Marina: As duas coisas.

6. Laura: Você tá louca!

ENGLISH

1. Marina: Laura, what do you want to eat?

2. Laura: Feijoada is good, right? Look at that table; there is one that looks 
very tasty.

3. Marina: Hmm, but this lasagna looks very delicious.

4. Laura: Which are we going to eat then?

5. Marina: Both.

6. Laura: You're crazy!

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

comer eat verb

deliciosa delicious adjective feminine

mesa table noun feminine

né? isn't it? particle

louca crazy adjective feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ela come bem devagar. 
"She eats very slowly."

Ela me ensinou uma receita deliciosa. 
"She taught me a delicious recipe."

Esta comida é deliciosa! 
"This food is delicious!"

Você pode deixar os livros na mesa. 
"You can leave the books on the table."

Só tem uma mesa aberta. 
"There is only one open table."

Esse apartamento é muito quente, né? 
"This apartment is very hot, isn't it?"

Você está louca. 
"You are crazy."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Portuguese uses the interrogative phrase não é? which means "Isn't it?" This phrase is often 
tacked on the the end of a sentence when the speaker wants some kind of confirmation from 
the listener. For example, the phrase Brasil é muito bonito, não é? means "Brazil is very 
pretty, isn't it?" The correct response would be something like, É mesmo, which means, "It's 
just as you said." 
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In Brazilian Portuguese, the phrase não é has been shortened to just né. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Use of the Feminine Form of "This" and "That" 
Mas esta lasanha parece muito deliciosa. 
"But this lasagna is delicious."
 

In a previous lesson, we talked about the masculine words este and esse, which mean "this" 
and "that." In this lesson, we are going to talk about the feminine forms of "this" and "that," 
which are esta and essa. These words are used in the same way as "this" and "that" in 
English but esta and essa can only be used with feminine nouns. We've talked about 
grammatical gender before and this is another example of why it's so important to learn it 
quickly. 

Grammatical gender is not complicated but it is very different from anything we have in 
English. It's as if Portuguese could be spilt in half, everything masculine and everything 
feminine, and you can't mix and match. 

I think of it as if the nouns were the base and all the other parts of the sentence revolved 
around those nouns. For example, if you have a feminine noun, then every this, that, the, and 
adjective associated with that noun needs to be feminine as well. If you know the gender of 
the noun then the rest is easy. 

In our examples, all of our nouns are feminine so you have to use the feminine "this" and 
"that" with them: 

To refer to things close to the person speaking: 

Feminine: Esta
Esta casa é branca. 
"This house is white."

Esta pasta é azul. 
"This folder is blue."

To refer to things close to the person being spoken to:  

Feminine: Essa
Essa gata é feroz. 
"That cat is fierce."

Essa mesa é de vidro. 
"That table is glass."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Feijoada 

Feijoada is a popular "bean dish" unique to Brazil. No one knows how it developed, but there 
are theories. One theory is that feijoada comes from the black slaves. In the "black slave 
quarters" called senzala, they took advantage of the food discarded by their masters. 
Traditional feijoada has pig stomach, foot, and intestine cooked under pressure for several 
hours. Another theory is that it is a simple development from roughly similar Portuguese 
recipes. But instead of pondering the intricacies of historical feijoada, I think it's better to just 
try it. Despite the non-standard ingredients, feijoada is known throughout the world as 
uniquely delicious. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Oi Tiago! A Laura está?

2. Tiago: Tá aqui não. Ela foi comprar caqui para café da manhã.

3. Ryan: Caqui para o café da manhã?

4. Tiago: Foi.

5. Ryan: Ela falou onde ela iria comprar?

6. Tiago: Falou não. Liga no celular dela.

7. Ryan: Já liguei mas ela não atendeu.

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Hi Tiago! Is Laura here?

2. Tiago: She isn't. She went to buy some persimmon for breakfast.

3. Ryan: Persimmon for breakfast?

4. Tiago: Yep.

5. Ryan: Did she tell you where she would buy it?

6. Tiago: She didn't. Call her cell phone.

7. Ryan: I called but she didn't answer.

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

ligar to call verb

onde where adverb

falar to speak, to talk verb

lugar place Noun Masculine

celular cellular phone noun masculine

comprar to buy verb

caqui persimmon noun feminine

atender answer verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Não me ligue de novo. 
"Don't call me again."

Para onde você vai nas férias? 
"Where are you going on vacation?"

Onde está meu livro? 
"Where is my book?"

Você fala com as suas flores? 
"Do you talk with your flowers?"

Que lugar bonito! 
"What a beautiful place!"

Com um celular, você pode fazer 
chamadas de praticamente qualquer 
lugar. 
"With a cellular phone, you can make calls 
from almost anywhere."

Eu preciso comprar um novo lápis. 
"I need to buy a new pencil."

Onde eu posso compra caqui? 
"Where can I buy persimmon?"
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A filha está atendendo o telefone celular. 
"The daughter is answering the mobile phone."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Café da manhã ("Breakfast") 
 In Brazil, almost everyone drinks a morning coffee as part of their normal routine. This custom 
is so strong that café da manhã, which literally translates to, "coffee of the morning" or 
"morning coffee," actually means "breakfast." Even on the rare occasion when there is no 
coffee present it's still called café da manhã. Even people who don't drink coffee call it café da 
manhã. The actual word for "breakfast" in Portuguese is desjejum which means to "un fast" or 
"break your fast," but it's used so infrequently that some Brazilians aren't even familiar with the 
word. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Past Tense of Regular -ar Verbs 
Já liguei mas ela não atendeu. 
"I called but she didn't answer."
 

In the Absolute Beginner series we learned how to conjugate regular verbs in the present 
tense. In this lesson, we'll learn how to conjugate regular -ar verbs to the preterit tense, which 
is one of the two Portuguese past tenses. The preterit tense is just the grammar name for past 
tense. A normal text book would tell you "the preterit focuses on any of three things: the 
moment when a past event began, the moment when a past event ended, or an event or 
series of events as being completed." 

Practically though, the preterit tense is exactly the same as the English past tense. 

For Example: 

1. "I called my mother." 
Eu liguei para minha mãe.
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2. "They talked to the manager." 
Eles falaram com o gerente.

3. "She taught the lesson." 
Ela ensinou a lição.

The conjugation pattern for regular -ar verbs is as follows: 

Falar - ar + ei + amos = falei falamos

  + ou + aram  falou falaram

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Street Vendors
 

At most "stop lights" in Brazil, called semáforos, you'll see street vendors, artists, and 
performers. The vendors usually sell the fruits and vegetables that are in season, usually 
locally grown. I remember once purchasing six deep red, beautiful, tomatoes from one of 
these street vendors, and yes, I did purchase it out of my car window. After I got home I 
realized that the tomatoes I bought were odd looking. Upon further inspection, I realized they 
were weren't tomatoes at all, but caqui. My dictionary tells me that caqui translates to english 
as "persimmon" but every persimmon I've had was yellow and tasted like eggplant. Brazilian 
caqui are very sweet and after you wash them, are a great afternoon snack. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marcos: Eu estou com fome. Onde você quer almoçar?

2. Ryan: Vamos comer no restaurante ali?

3. Marcos: Parece um self-service. Tudo bem?

4. Ryan: Seria ótimo! É por quilo?

5. Marcos: Aí já não sei, mas parece muito bom.

6. Ryan: Parece muito bom mesmo.

7. Marcos: Vamos comer lá?

8. Ryan: Iremos.

ENGLISH

1. Marcos: I'm hungry. Where do you want to eat lunch?

2. Ryan: Let's eat at the restaurant there.

3. Marcos: It looks like a buffet. Is that okay?

4. Ryan: That would be great! Is it by kilo?

5. Marcos: That I don't know, but it looks very good.

6. Ryan: It does look very good.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Marcos: Let's eat there?

8. Ryan: We will.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

comer eat verb

self-service
self service, buffet-

style phrase masculine

com fome hungry phrase

com with preposition

fome hunger noun feminine

mesmo same adverb masculine

restaurante restaurant noun masculine

quilo kilo noun masculine

parecer
to appear (like), to 

seem (like) verb

almoçar to lunch, to eat lunch verb

mesmo really adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ela come bem devagar. 
"She eats very slowly."

Esta restaurante é self-service. 
"This restaurant is buffet-style."
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A mulher está com fome. O homem 
faminto está procurando comida na 
geladeira. 
"The woman is hungry. The hungry man is 
looking for food in the refrigerator."

Posso ir com você? 
"May I go with you?"

Com licença. 
"Excuse me."

Com licença, posso passar? 
"Excuse me, may I pass by you?"

Eu estou com fome. 
"I'm hungry."

O filme é o mesmo de semana passada. 
"The movie is the same as last week."

Você gosta daquele restaurante? 
"Do you like that restaurant?"

Quantos quilos eu tô? 
"How much do I weight?"

Comprei um quilo de tomate. 
"I bought one kilo of tomatoes."

Você parece triste. 
"You look sad."

Eu almoço às treze horas. 
"I lunch at 1 P.M."

Aquela praia parece muito boa mesmo. 
"That beach does look very good."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

No and na 
 The English preposition "at" does not exist in Portuguese. In fact, English has the words "in," 
"on," and "at," but Portuguese only has the word em. Knowing exactly what the person means 
depends on context. For me that makes it much easier. 

In the dialogue, Ryan said Vamos comer na restaurante ali? which we translated as "Let's eat 
at the restaurant there?" That little na (comer na) is actually a contraction of em and a that 
could mean "at the," "in the," or "on the." 
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Portuguese is full of these little contractions, no and na; they both mean the same thing but no 
is used with masculine nouns and na with feminine. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is One-word Future 
Iremos. 
"We go."
 

The simple "one word" future is used to tell a future action. It is used less frequently than the 
two word future and is somewhat more formal. This is probably one of the easiest 
conjugations in Portuguese because it's the same for every verb. 

To form the simple future, add the following endings to the infinitive form of any verb: 

Correr + ei + emos = Correrei Correremos

 + á + ão  Correrá Correrão

For Example: 

1. Eu irei ao supermercado. 
"I will go to the supermarket."

2. João me dará o livro. 
"John will give me the book."

3. Nós leremos o escripte. 
"We'll read the script."

4. Vocês aprenderão português. 
"You all will learn Portuguese."

Only Three Exceptions
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fazer - far + ending 

1. Eu farei um bolo amanhã. 
"I will make a cake tomorrow."

dizer - dir + ending 

1. Eu sempre direi a verdade. 
"I will always tell the truth."

trazer - trar + ending 

1. Eu trarei chocolates para todos. 
"I'll bring chocolate for everyone."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Self-service Restaurants 
 

Self-service is one of the nicer features of Brazilian restaurants. As soon as you walk in you 
choose where you want to sit, put your stuff down, and start getting food. You can be eating in 
less than three minutes depending on the line at the cash register. There are two kinds of self-
service, por quilo where they weigh your plate and charge you according to the amount of 
food you take, or a vontade where you pay a flat fee and eat as much as you want. These are 
the most common types of restaurants in Brazil. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marina: Laura, tô com vontade de tomar sorvete de milho verde. Tem na 
sua sorveteria?

2. Laura: Tem não. Acabou hoje à tarde.

3. Marina: Tem de coco?

4. Laura: Tenho sim. Você quer um pote ou um cone?

5. Marina: Vocês têm cone de tamanho médio?

6. Laura: Temos. É dois e cinqüenta.

ENGLISH

1. Marina: Laura, I want to eat some green corn ice cream. Is there any at your 
ice cream shop?

2. Laura: No there isn't. We ran out this afternoon.

3. Marina: Is there coconut flavored?

4. Laura: Yes, there is. Do you want a tub or a cone?

5. Marina: Do y'all have a medium sized cone?

6. Laura: We do. It's two fifty.

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

milho corn noun masculine

acabar
to finish, to end, to 

run out verb

coco coconut noun masculine

tamanho size noun masculine

pote pot, tub noun masculine

sorveteria ice cream shop noun feminine

tarde afternoon adverb

médio medium adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Milho verde é muito comun no Brasil. 
"Green corn is very common in Brazil."

Acabou o açúcar. 
"The sugar ran out."

Água de coco é muito saudável. 
"Coconut water is very healthy."

Qual é o tamanho certo? 
"What's the right size?"

Eles vendem potes naquele 
supermecado. 
"They sell plastic tubs in that supermarket."

Tem muitas pessoas na sorveteria. 
"There are a lot of people in the ice cream 
shop."

Eu vou para a escola à tarde. 
"I go to the school in the afternoon."

Ele tem estatura média. 
"He's average height."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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In the dialogue, Laura uses the verb acabar in its conjugated, past tense form, acabou. This 
should be interpreted as "We ran out," but a more correct translation would be, "It ran." (joke 
about the ice cream running out the door.) The verb acabar has several meanings but all of 
them are in some way related to the idea of "finished." By nature of its meaning, the verb 
acabar is usually used in its past tense form. 
 
For Example: 

1. Eu acabei de comer. 
"I just got done eating."

Acabar is a regular -ar verb and follows all the normal conjugation patterns. 

Sorvete 

And one quick pronunciation tip about the word sorvete is that all the vowels are closed. So 
the correct pronunciation is [sôrvête]. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Verb Ter And Using Tem to Express Existence 
Hoje a noite tem uma festa.  
"Tonight there is a party."
 

The verb ter is usually considered an irregular verb and is used to express possession. Ter 
translates to "to have" in English and for the most part has the same meanings and uses. 

Present Tense Conjugation of the Verb ter. 

Singular Plural English Singular English Plural

Eu tenho Nós temos "I have" "We have"

Você tem Vocês têm "You have" "Y'all have"

Ele/Ela tem Eles/Elas têm "He/She/It has" "They have"
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Dialogue Focus
 

The verb ter is also the main verb used to express existence. For example, to say, "There is a 
store close by," in Portuguese is Tem uma loja perto. The "there is" is simply replaced by the 
word tem. 

Example Sentences: 

Portuguese "English"

Tem comida para venda alí. "There is food for sale over there."

Você sabe onde tem um banco do HSBC?
"Do you know where there is an HSBC 
bank?"

Tem muitas músicas no seu computador. "There are many songs on your computer."

Tem muitas palavras nesta lição. "There are many words in this lesson."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Ice Cream in Brazil 
 

In Brazil, there is the cone, casquinha, or cascão. They are made from cookie batter and look 
like waffle cones. The biggest one is the chapéu ("wide brimmed hat") and it's flipped over 
and filled with ice cream. Brazil also has many types of toppings for their ice cream: kiwi, 
strawberry, sweetened and condensed milk, and chocolate. Currently my favorite ice cream is 
cajá. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Estas praias são muito lindas mas hoje está quente demais.

2. Marcos: Essas últimas duas semanas foram muito quentes.

3. Ryan: Vamos voltar ao apartamento? Tem ar condicionado lá.

4. Marcos: Ótima idéia. O ponto de ônibus fica bem ali.

5. Ryan: Vamos lá então!

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: These beaches are very beautiful but today is just too hot.

2. Marcos: These last two weeks were very hot.

3. Ryan: Let's return to the apartment? There's A/C there.

4. Marcos: Great idea. The bus stop is just there.

5. Ryan: Let's go then!

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

ar air noun masculine

quente hot adjective
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lindo beautiful, gorgeous adjective masculine

semana week noun feminine

demais too much adverb

voltar
to return, to go back, 

to come back verb

apartamento apartment noun masculine

praia beach noun feminine

ideia idea noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Você tem ar condicionado? 
"Do you have air conditioning?"

O sol está esquentando o deserto 
quente. 
"The sun is heating the hot desert."

O Brasil é um país lindo. 
"Brazil is a beautiful country."

O curso começa semana que vem. 
"The curse starts next week."

Esta calça está cara demais. 
"These pants are too expensive."

Ela sempre volta para casa depois da 
meia-noite. 
"She always returns home after midnight."

Eu moro em um apartamento na cidade. 
"I live in an apartment in the city."

Meu apartamento é pequeno. 
"My apartment is small."

Que praia linda! 
"What a gorgeous beach!"

Tive uma ideia. 
"I had an idea."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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Grammatical Gender  

 

To make the words esta and essa plural, you just add an "-s" at the end. When you do this, 
you get the words estas and essas, which mean "these" and "those" respectively. I often hear 
beginning learners of Portuguese say things like esta mesas or esses sapato. To make things 
plural in English you usually only add an "-s" to one word and maybe change the verb 
slightly. In Portuguese, almost every word in the sentence will change. 

Plurality starts at the noun and then expands out. So if you have "two shoes" (dois sapatos) 
then everything relating to the shoes in that sentence needs to be plural as well. 

For example, estas duas pastas pretas means "These two black folders." In English only the 
words "these" and "folders" are pluralized but in Portuguese estas, pastas, and pretas are all 
pluralized because the noun, pastas, is plural. 

Another example would be Essas praias bonitas da Paraíba, which translates to, "These 
pretty beaches of Paraíba." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is The Verb Voltar, Present And Past 
Vamos voltar ao apartamento? 
"Let's return to the apartment?"
 

The verb voltar is a regular -ar verb and in the dialogue it was used in its infinitive form. The 
standard translation for the verb voltar is "return" but "went back" and "came back" are also 
viable. 

Present

Volto Voltamos

Volta Voltam

A quirk about the verb voltar is that it is usually used in the present tense when talking about 
the future. 
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For Example: 

1. Eu volto mais tarde. 
"I'll come back later."

2. Eles voltam às quatro horas. 
"They'll return at four o'clock."

But by nature of the word, voltar is most often used in the past tense. 

Past

Voltei Voltamos

Voltou Voltaram

When used as a reflexive verb, voltar has a different meaning. 

For Example: 

1. Ele voltou-se para trás. 
"He looked behind himself," or "He turned around."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Let it Blow!
 

Especially in the Nordeste where electricity is very expensive, Brazilian homes are built to be 
ventilado, or "ventilated." When I first arrived I thought that everything was just poorly 
constructed. The windows wouldn't shut completely, the doors always had a draft coming in, 
the wind would blow out the flame on the gas oven when I was cooking, etc. I was living in 
some pretty run down places, but after a while, I realized that even the nicer places were built 
like that. Sealing off the rooms and leaving the A/C on all day would be fantastically 
expensive. Compared to using the free wind that blows all the time, that's just a no brainer. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marcos: Está tão quente aqui dentro!

2. Ryan: Está mais quente lá fora.

3. Marcos: Eu abri a porta mas nem vento tem.

4. Ryan: Eu já bebi quase um galão de água mas ainda tô com sede.

5. Marcos: Ninguém merece.

6. Ryan: Eu vou tomar um sorvete. Você quer também?

7. Marcos: Obrigado. Eu comi sobremesa no restaurante.

ENGLISH

1. Marcos: It's so hot in here!

2. Ryan: It's hotter outside.

3. Marcos: I opened the door but there’s no wind.

4. Ryan: I already drank almost a gallon of water but I'm still thirsty.

5. Marcos: No one deserves this.

6. Ryan: I’m going to eat some ice cream. Do you want some too?

7. Marcos: No thank you. I had dessert at the restaurant.

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

abrir (Brazilian) to open verb

porta door noun feminine

vento wind noun masculine

beber to drink verb

sede thirst noun feminine

dentro (Brazilian) inside preposition, noun

galão gallon noun masculine

sobremesa  
(Brazilian) dessert noun feminine

tomar (Brazilian) to take, to drink verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

O homem está abrindo a janela. 
"The man is opening the window."

Feche a porta por favor, está barulhento 
lá fora. 
"Please close the door, it is loud outside. "

Você poderia fechar a porta, por favor? 
"Could you close the door please?"

A porta está quebrada. 
"The door is broken."

Que bons ventos o trazem aqui? 
"What good winds have brought you 
here?"

Eu adoro beber chá quente em dias 
frios. 
"I love to drink hot tea on a cold day."
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O funcionário do escritório bebe café 
enquanto descansa. 
"The office worker drinks coffee while 
taking a break."

Ele bebeu tudo. 
"He drank everything."

Eles estão com sede. 
"They are thirsty."

Eu gosto de comer muito quando estou 
dentro de casa. 
"I like to eat a lot when I'm inside home."

Está quente aqui dentro. 
"It's hot in here."

Você comprou o galão de água? 
"Did you buy the gallon of water?" or "Did 
you buy the water jug?"

Se você comer sobremesa todos os 
dias você vai ficar gorda! 
"If you eat dessert every day you are going 
to get fat!"

Hoje a sobremesa é bolo de cenoura. 
"Today the dessert is carrot cake."

A mulher toma as suas pílulas todas as 
manhãs antes do café da manhã. 
"The woman takes her pills every morning 
before breakfast."

Vou tomar uma cerveja. 
"I'm going to drink a beer."

Aqui, toma as chaves do meu carro. 
"Here, take the keys to my car."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Ninguém merece 
The phrase ninguém merece is an idiomatic expression that means "no one deserves this." 
It's used in reference to something that has been previously discussed. Just showing up and 
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saying ninguém merece to some one won't make much sense.

Mais 
 In grammar there is a category of words called comparatives. As you can probably guess, 
these words are used to compare two or more things to each other. In English, these 
comparative words are -er words like "hotter," "quieter," "whiter," or "faster." Portuguese shows 
comparisons by using the word mais. In the dialogue, Ryan says Está mais quente lá 
fora, which we translated as, "It's hotter outside." The word quente means "hot" but since the 
word mais comes before it, the meaning conveyed is "hotter." It's just like saying, "It's more hot 
outside," or "He is more tall than she is." But in English, we don't talk like that. We say, "It's 
hotter outside," or "He is taller than she is."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Past Tense of Regular -Er And -Ir Verbs 
Eu abri a porta. 
"I opened the door." 
 

We've already learned how to conjugate regular -ar verbs to the preterit tense. In this lesson 
we'll learn how to conjugate regular -er and -ir verbs to the preterit tense. Remember, the 
preterit tense is the normal past tense you're accustomed to in English. We call it preterit 
because Portuguese has another past tense called the imperfect past that we'll learn about 
later.

Regular -er and -ir verbs are conjugated to the preterit tense by dropping the infinitive ending 
and adding the proper preterit ending.

comer - er + i + emos = comi comemos

+ eu + eram comeu comeram

abrir - ir + i + imos = abri abrimos

+ iu + iram = abriu abriram

For Example:
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1. "I ate dinner." 
Eu comi janta.

2. "We opened the window." 
Nós abrimos a janela.

3. "They forgot about the meeting." 
Eles esqueceram da reunião.

4. "He followed the recipe."   
Ele seguiu a receita.

5. "She felt sad." 
Ela sentiu-se triste.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Cuiabá 
 

Cuiabá is the hottest state capital in Brazil. A friend of mine that lived there has a picture of 
one of the city temperature gauges at 47º C, or 116º F. When I was living in Cuiabá, I just 
happened to live in a poorer area during a drought. We didn't have A/C and our water was 
only turned on for a few hours every morning. I remember coming home one night after 
working all day in the hot sun and just sticking my head in the freezer. There was no other 
way to cool off. No water, no A/C, no fans, no wind. It was hot. Needless to say, it can get very 
very hot in Brazil and some good A/C is a good investment.
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PORTUGUESE

1. Laura: Oi Ryan! Comé que tá?

2. Ryan: Tô bem. Faz tempo que a gente não se vê.

3. Laura: Faz sim. Eu estava naquela loja de roupa no centro.

4. Ryan: Certo. Aquelas lojas são muito boas.

5. Laura: Sim. E os preços são ótimos.

6. Ryan: Aquele táxi é de vocês?

7. Laura: Oh! É sim! Esqueci dele!

ENGLISH

1. Laura: Hello Ryan! How ya doing?

2. Ryan: I'm good. It's been a while since we've seen each other.

3. Laura: Yes it has. I was at that clothing store downtown.

4. Ryan: Nice. Those stores are very good.

5. Laura: Yes. And the prices are great.

6. Ryan: Is that taxi yours?

7. Laura: Oh! Yes it is! I forgot about it.

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

aquele that, that over there demonstrative masculine

aquela that, that over there demonstrative feminine

tempo time, weather noun masculine

fazer make, do verb

esquecer to forget verb

isto this demonstrative

isso that demonstrative

aquilo that
demonstrative 

pronoun

preço price noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Aquele relógio é de ouro. 
"That watch is made of gold."

Aquela montanha é muito alta. 
"That mountain over there is very tall."

Você viu a previsão do tempo hoje? 
"Did you watch the weather forecast 
today?"

Aquela menina faz um pedido à estrela. 
"That girl makes a wish on a star."

Você poderia me fazer um favor? 
"Would you do me a favor?"

Não esqueça o seu guarda-chuva. 
"Don't forget your umbrella."

Eu esqueci a senha da minha conta de 
banco. 
"I forgot the password of my bank account."

Eu não deveria comer isto porque vou 
engordar. 
"I should not eat this, because I will get fat."
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Isto por favor. 
"This please."

O que você quis dizer com isso? 
"What did you mean by that?"

Isso por favor. 
"That please."

Aquilo foi ruim. 
"That was bad."

Qual o preço daquela camisa? 
"What's the price of that shirt?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Demonstrative Adjectives 

The words aquele, aqueles, aquela, and aquelas are called demonstrative adjectives and all 
translate to "those" in English. These words function just like the words esse, esses, essa, and 
essas that we covered in previous lessons. Lets review all the Portuguese demonstrative 
adjectives. 
 
Demonstrative adjectives are used to point out specific things. They come before the noun 
they modify and agree in number and gender with the noun. 

1. To refer to things close to the person speaking: 

"This"   "These"   

Masc. Fem. Neuter Masc. Fem. Neuter

Este Esta Isto Estes Estas

2. To refer to things close to the person being spoken to: 

"That"   "Those"   

Masc. Fem. Neuter Masc. Fem. Neuter
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Esse Essa Isso Esses Essas -

3. To refer to things far away from both speaker and listener: 

"That"   "Those"   

Masc. Fem. Neuter Masc. Fem. Neuter

Aquele Aquela Aquilo Aqueles Aquelas -

For Example: 

1. Aquela escola ensina inglês. 
"This school teaches English."

2. Aqueles cintos são meus. 
"These belts are mine."

3. Aquele copo é de alumínio. 
"That cup is made of aluminium."

4. Aquelas janelas estão abertas. 
"Those windows are open."

Neuter  

Neuter means no gender and is used to refer to ideas or unidentified objects. The neuter is 
always singular. 
 
For Example: 

1. Eu também gosto de fazer isso. 
"I like to do that too."

2. O que é aquilo? 
"What is that?"

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of This Lesson is Expressing Past Time with Fazer  
Faz tempo. 
"It's been a while." 
 

Fazer is an irregular verb which means it doesn't follow the normal -er conjugation rules we 
learned in Beginner Lesson 22. It has its own conjugation patterns. 

The present tense conjugation for the verb Fazer 

Fazer  

Faço Fazemos

Faz Fazem

Usage: 

1. To express how long something has been happening, use the construction: 

Faz + time + que + verb (in the present tense) 

For Example: 

1. Faz duas semanas que trabalhamos aqui. 
"It's been two weeks since we've worked here."

2. Tabalhamos aqui faz duas semanas. 
"We've worked here for two weeks."

Either word order has the same meaning. 

2. To express how long something has not been happening, put não before the verb. 
 For Example:  

1. Faz duas semanas que não vejo minha família. 
"I have not seen my family for two weeks."

Faz tempo, from the dialogue, is a shortened version of this structure. The whole phrase 
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would be Faz tempo que não nos vemos, which means, "It's been a while since we've seen 
each other." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Taxi Flags
 

Have you ever forgotten to pay the taxi? Me? Never. Taxis are far too expensive. Yeah, I took 
a taxi once and when we arrived at home the price was R$33.60. There were two little kids in 
the car with me and we had a stroller in the trunk so it took about two minutes to get everyone 
out and ready to go. I thought to myself, "R$33.60. I'll just give him R$34 and call it good." So I 
handed him R$34. Then what happened? He said it wasn't enough. I looked at the meter and 
it said R$34.70. Those two minutes to get out of the car cost more than R$1. Like I said, taxis 
are expensive. After that I learned that taxis have two rates that they call bandeiras. Bandeira 
actually means "flag," but in the case of taxis it refers to the rate they charge you. The bandeira 
changes depending on the time of day, holidays, weekends, etc. It's Brazil, of course it was. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Marina: Eu vou pagar o táxi e te encontro amanhã.

2. Laura: Obrigada Marina! Até mais!

3. Ryan: Como foi seu dia?

4. Laura: Foi ótimo. O que vamos fazer agora?

5. Ryan: Você quer jantar no restaurante?

6. Laura: Acabei de chegar. Tô muito cansada.

7. Ryan: Então, vamos ao cinema amanhã?

8. Laura: Vamos sim. Qual o filme?

9. Ryan: Vai ser uma surpresa.

10. Laura: Não vejo a hora.

ENGLISH

1. Marina: I'll pay the taxi and I'll see you tomorrow.

2. Laura: Thank you Marina! See ya!

3. Ryan: How was your day?

4. Laura: It was great. What are we going to do now?

CONT'D OVER
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5. Ryan: Do you want to go out to dinner?

6. Laura: I just got home. I'm very tired.

7. Ryan: Well then, are we going to go to the movies tomorrow?

8. Laura: Let's. Which movie?

9. Ryan: It will be a surprise.

10. Laura: I can't wait.

VOCABULARY

Portuguese English Class Gender

acabar
to finish, to end, to 

run out verb

sair to leave verb

chegar to arrive verb

cinema
movie theater; 

cinema noun masculine

cansar to tire, to get tired verb

amanhã tomorrow adverb

agora now adverb

jantar to eat dinner noun

então then adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Acabou o açúcar. 
"The sugar ran out."

Ela saiu disfarçadamente da casa. 
"She stealthily left the house."

Logo ela vai chegar. 
"She'll arrive soon."

Estou chegando aí. 
"I'm almost there."

Ele dirigiu vinte kilômetros para chegar 
aqui. 
"He drove twenty kilometers to get here."

Vamos ao cinema. 
"Let's go to the movies."

Eu cansei desse trabalho. 
"I'm tired of this job."

Amanhã eu vou para nova iorque. 
"Tomorrow I will go to New York."

Eu estou usando o computador agora. 
"I am using the computer now."

Eles não gostam de jantar. 
"They don't like to eat dinner."

Onde estou então? 
"Where am I then?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Não vejo a hora 

Não vejo a hora is a colloquialism that means "I can't wait." It literally translates to, "I can't see 
the hour." This is an advanced phrase and we won't go through the grammar of it. Natives will 
be very impressed if you use this phrase because it's very high class Portuguese. 

Tu quer 

Tu quer is something you'll hear Brazilians use but it's almost always used incorrectly. Tu is a 
old word in Portuguese corresponding roughly to "thee" in English. It has its own conjugation, 
usage rules, and is actually quite formal. We'll talk about the tu form in later lessons. A few 
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isolated dialects of Portuguese have replaced você with tu. Using tu in this way is very non-
standard. We do not suggest learning to speak this way until you have a firm command of the 
different Brazilian Portuguese dialects. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Gender of Nouns and Articles 
Qual o filme? 
"Which movie?"
 

There are two simple rules that deal with nouns, articles, and gender in Portuguese. 

1. Every noun must have an article in front of it.

2. The article must match in gender and number with the noun that follows.

Articles 

"English"  Portuguese    

  
Masc. 
Singular

Masc. 
Plural

Fem. 
Singular Fem. Plural

"The" = o os a as

"A," "An," & 
"Some" = um uns uma umas

Gender of Nouns
 

To determine gender, look at the ending of the noun. 

Gender Masculine Feminine 

Ending -o (not-ão)
-a, -dade, -ez, -ice, -gem, -
ã, -ão
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(These are not rules. More like trends.) 

For Example: 

O apartamento 
"The apartment"

A faca 
"the knife"

Um caderno 
"A notebook"

Uma garrafa 
"A bottle"

Os apartamentos 
"The apartments"

As facas 
"The knives"

Uns cadernos 
"Some notebooks"

Umas garrafas 
"Some bottle"

Just remember, it's the noun that determines gender, not the article. All gender and number 
forms are governed by the noun. Just because you want to use "-a" with apartamento doesn't 
make it right. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Dinner isn't a Big Deal
 

Many Americans forget that in Brazil, asking someone out to dinner is kind of odd. Most 
Brazilians eat dinner but dinner is usually a minor meal, a glorified snack. And since 
restaurants in Brazil are typically very expensive, going to a restaurant to not eat very much 
just doesn't make sense to Brazilians. It's much more natural to ask someone out for an ice 
cream or even a movie, but going out to dinner isn't a good idea. 
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PORTUGUESE

1. Ryan: Então, vamos?

2. Laura: Desculpa, Ryan mas eu não vou poder sair contigo hoje a noite.

3. Ryan: Por que não?

4. Laura: Meu irmão precisou sair e me pediu para trabalhar por ele.

5. Ryan: Então, eu vou ficar aqui contigo. Podemos conversar enquanto 
você trabalha?

6. Laura: Seria ótimo!

ENGLISH

1. Ryan: Well then, shall we go?

2. Laura: I'm sorry Ryan, but I won't be able to go out with you tonight.

3. Ryan: Why not?

4. Laura: My brother needed to leave and asked me to work in his place.

5. Ryan: Oh. Well, I'll stay here with you. May we talk while you work?

6. Laura: That would be great!

VOCABULARY
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Portuguese English Class Gender

um one (1), a numeral masculine

por by, for preposition

trabalhar to work verb

conversar converse, talk verb

precisar to need verb

poder can verb

sair to leave verb

a
the (feminine, 

singular) article feminine

o
the (masculine, 

singular) article masculine

uma one (1), a cardinal number feminine

para to, for preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Um café, por favor. 
"One coffee please."

Eu preciso comprar um novo lápis. 
"I need to buy a new pencil."

Ela comprou um perfume por cinquenta 
reais. 
"She bought perfume for fifty reals."

A mulher está trabalhando no escritório. 
"The woman is working at the office."
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Pai e filho conversaram de homem para 
homem. 
"Father and son talked man to man."

Você precisa de ajuda? 
"Do you need help?"

Você poderia fechar a porta, por favor? 
"Could you close the door please?"

Ela saiu disfarçadamente da casa. 
"She stealthily left the house."

A porta está quebrada. 
"The door is broken."

Aquele foi o melhor restaurante que eu 
já fui. 
"That was the best restaurant I have ever 
been to."

A reunião terminou após uma hora de 
conversa. 
"The meeting ended after one hour of 
conversation."

Eu tenho uma coisa para te contar. 
"I have something to tell you."

Eu quero uma família grande. 
"I want a big family."

Este presente é para você. 
"This present is for you."

A passagem para Rio Branco é sessenta reais. 
"The ticket to Rio Branco is sixty reals."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

One, two... 

In the dialogue, many verbs were used in conjunction. For example, Ryan said, Podemos 
conversar? which means "May we talk?" and Laura said, precisou sair, which means "needed 
to leave." These examples follow the grammatical rule where the first verb is conjugated while 
the second verb remains in its infinitive form. This can sometimes even be extended to three 
verbs and/or made negative like Não vou poder sair, which means "I will not be able to 
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leave." 
 
The quick tip is that if you ever need to say something like, "I need to go," or "You want to 
leave?" where you have two linked verbs, the first is conjugated and the second should be in 
its infinitive form. 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is Por vs. Para. 
Meu irmão precisou sair e pediu para me trabalhar por ele. 
"My brother needed to leave and asked me to work in his place."
 

Por and Para can both mean "for" in English. They have several other meanings as well. 
Choose the appropriate one depending on the idea that needs to be conveyed. 

Uses of Por Uses of Para

"Through," "via" "Headed for," "going to"

Vamos por Brasília.
"We are going through Brasilia."

Vamos para Brasília.
"We are going to Brasilia."

"For a period of time" "For," "until," "due on"

O contrato é por três meses.
"The contract is for three months."

O contrato é para dia nove.
"The contract is for the ninth."

"By way of," "by means of" "Intended for"

A carta veio por via aérea.
"The letter came by air mail."

A carta veio para João.
"The letter came for John."

"for," "substituting" "For," "for the benefit of"

Eu estou trabalhando por meu irmão.
"I am working for my brother." (substituting)

Eu trabalho para meu irmão.
"I work for my brother." (employee)

"in exchange for" "To," "intended for"
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Vendi o carro por duzentos dólares.
"I sold the car for two hundred dollars."

Vendi o carro para ele.
"I sold the car to him."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Hidden Knowledge
 

Desculpe is a somewhat rare conjugation of the verb desculpar, which means "to forgive." 
This conjugation is called the imperative form or the command form. It's one of those things 
most Brazilian speakers know but they don't really use that often. Portuguese has more than 
sixty verb conjugations but less than ten of them are used in normal conversation. This 
imperative form is sometimes used to add a bit of emphasis and Laura used it to emphasize 
what she was feeling. 
Just remember that desculpe instead of desculpa is a very humble, sincere, expression. 
You'd say it only when you really feel bad about something. 
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